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Highlights

- 14 food products in four sectors were characterized by their degree of localness
- Multi-criteria outranking analysis was based on sustainability indicators
- Local products outperform global products in the majority of rankings
- Global products perform better than local products for climate change and food security

Abstract

In the debate surrounding the sustainable future of food, claims like “buy local” are widespread in publications and the media, supported by the discourse that buying “local food” provides ecological, health and socio-economic benefits. Recognising the lack of scientific evidence for this claim, this paper aims to compare the results of sustainability assessments for 14 local and global food products in four sectors within four European countries. Each sector has been analysed independently using sustainability indicators across five dimensions of sustainability: environmental, economic, social, health and ethics. In order to determine if local products generally perform better, an outranking analysis was conducted to rank the products relative to their sustainability performance. Outranking is a multi-criteria decision aid method that allows comparison of alternatives based on quantitative and qualitative indicators at different scales. Each product is also characterized by a degree of localness in order to relate sustainability and localness. The results are given in the form of phi flows, which are relative preference scores of one product compared to other ones in the same sector. The rankings showed that global products consistently come last in terms of sustainability, even when the preference functions and weighting of the
indicators were varied. The first positions of the rankings were taken either by the most local or an intermediary product. Moreover, detailed rankings at the attribute level showed the relative strengths and weaknesses of each food product along the local-global continuum. It appeared that the strength of local and intermediary products was mainly in health and socio-economic dimensions, particularly aspects of care and links to the territory such as biodiversity, animal welfare, governance or resilience. In relation to global food products, they presented substantial advantages in terms of climate change mitigation and affordability to consumers. This contrasts with the food-miles ecological claim. Thus, we conclude that distance is not the most critical factor in improving sustainability of food products, and that other criteria of localness (identity, governance or size) play a more critical role.
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1 Introduction

The increase in the interest for local food in the last decades among consumers, social movements, the media and academia has been based on strong beliefs that local food is more sustainable, more ecological and healthier (Adams and Salois, 2010; Thilmany et al., 2008). In fact, some scholars have argued that these assumptions are based more on perception than evidence (Born and Purcell, 2006) because rigorous studies of the benefits of local foods remain limited. Moreover, two aspects are problematic and often confused: i) the definition of “local food” is often unclear (Pearson et al., 2011), and ii) the best ways to measure their impact on sustainability are contested and still much debated. Concerning the first aspect, it has been recognized that the local-global distinction is dichotomous and that a continuum between each pole is a more realistic representation (Brunori, et al. 2016; Smith Taillie and Jaacks 2015). The food miles concept has been widely cited as a measure of localness, but it has also been criticized for over-simplifying the sustainability of food and for providing a narrow comparison of performance (Coley et al., 2011; Edwards-Jones et al., 2008). A study in the US by Weber and Matthews (2008) also found that shifting diets would be more efficient than focusing on food miles to reduce the impact of food consumption. However, Pretty et al. (2005) found that food miles are a significant contributor to the UK food basket’s hidden environmental costs.

An extended form of sustainability comparison is represented by life-cycle assessments (LCA) studies, which often compare domestic and imported food products (Brodt et al., 2013; Farmery et al., 2015). The examples of New Zealand apples imported to Europe and Spanish greenhouse tomatoes imported to other European countries have been flagship products to study, but scientists come to different conclusions (Edwards-Jones et al., 2008). Indeed, Rothwell et al. (2015, p. 421) concluded that the evidence behind the claims regarding the advantage of low food miles “may be equivocal and dependent on a diverse range of system boundaries, produce types, varied assumptions and a multiplicity of footprinting methods”. LCAs typically include a limited number of environmental impact indicators, such as carbon footprint, eutrophication potential, energy use, water use or land use, with each detailed at specific levels of the supply chain (ISO 14040, 2006). LCA studies should include a whole supply chain perspective, going beyond the farm gate for agricultural products (Tasca et al., 2015). Some studies are starting to integrate socio-economic considerations (Cucek et al., 2012), but most remain focused on the environmental side of sustainability assessments.

On the other hand, a range of rural sociology studies have examined the societal significance of local and short food chains (Hinrichs, 2000; Milestad et al., 2010; Renting et al., 2003; Wiskerke, 2009) and/or the economic benefits of direct sales for small to medium-sized
producers (Timmons and Wang, 2010). However, the sustainability of food production and consumption is inherently multidimensional, combining all the fundamental pillars of sustainability (i.e. economic resilience, environmental integrity, social well-being and good governance) (FAO, 2014). However, studies implementing this principle of multi-dimensionality in sustainability assessment and food product comparison remain limited.

In response to this evidence gap, the European research project “Global and Local food chain Assessment: a Multidimensional performance-based approach” (GLAMUR) has assessed the sustainability of 39 value chains along the local to global continuum (Brunori et al., 2016). This project included sustainability assessments in five dimensions: social, environmental, economic, health and ethics. A participatory process and extended media and literature review led the project to the identification of 24 attributes (i.e. areas of concern/debate) of sustainability performance covering the five dimensions (Brunori, et al. 2016). Research teams within the project subsequently selected attributes and measurement indicators (i.e. qualitative or quantitative metrics) to apply to product-based case studies. This selection of attributes was necessary as they need to be adapted to local and sectorial contexts for feasibility and relevance (Morrison-Saunders and Pope, 2013; Pinter et al., 2012). For example, the attribute “animal welfare” would be applicable only in the animal product sectors and would be measurable by different indicators if applied in a dairy or a pig meat sector.

Comparisons have been done among pairs of countries and among pairs (or trios) of local-global cases in six food sectors (ham, bread, cheese, wine, fruits and vegetables). These comparisons have been realized at the indicator level, choosing a non-reductionist perspective (Claudia R. Binder et al., 2010). In a review of the GLAMUR case studies, Brunori et al. (2016) analysed which attributes of sustainability are to the advantage of local or global products but did not include any quantification in terms of performance differences. However, they concluded that a wide range of supply chain characteristics should be considered in order to assess performance and that local versus global comparison should be done with caution.

Some indicator weights and stakeholder perceptions have been collected through participatory processes but an actual aggregation of performance has only been attempted in the Italian bread case, which was done to compare differing visions of stakeholders in terms of what counts as ‘sustainable food’ (Galli et al., 2016). In this case and others, a clear conclusion as to whether local chains perform better or not has been very difficult to achieve. Results at the indicator level have revealed trade-offs between dimensions but product comparisons have not been conclusive. There are numerous challenges that arise in indicator-based sustainability assessments when trying to either aggregate indicators’ performances or to extract a single overarching performance indicator. Subjectivity in the indicators’ selection and weighting is often criticized (Böhringer and Jochem, 2007), but it is difficult to avoid. Mitigation of subjectivity includes the integration of multi-dimensional methods and stakeholders participation (Gasparatos et al., 2008). The consideration of uncertainty or ambiguity in the weights applied is also a challenge in practice, although solutions exist in the form of sensitivity analysis and transparency (Munda and Nardo, 2009; Van Asselt et al., 2015). Aggregating the indicators in the form of a weighted arithmetic mean has the advantage of simplicity for communication to decision-makers (Van Asselt et al., 2015) and is often used for ranking countries in terms of their sustainability achievements (Böhringer and Jochem, 2007; Singh et al., 2009). However, there are issues with aggregation procedures, especially in multi-dimensional assessments. The first issue relates with aggregating indicators that are actually not comparable, because they are measured at different scales or have been generated qualitatively (Munda and Nardo, 2009). To deal with this problem, indicators are usually normalized according to different rules (Böhringer and Jochem, 2007) and placed on an artificial scale of performance to allow
averaging with other performance criteria. The second issue relates to the aggregation of weights, which are often meant as coefficients of importance, but aggregating them has the effect that low scores can be compensated by good scores in another dimension. The weightings thus just serve to define which dimensions are more easily compensated for (Munda and Nardo, 2009). Multi-criteria decision aid (MCDA) methods have been increasingly used in sustainability assessments because they allow multiple points of view to be considered and the integration of multi-dimensional criteria (Sadok et al., 2008). MCDA has been used to evaluate environmental management strategies, such as nuclear waste or alternative land use or to rank enterprises (Behzadian et al., 2010). Carbone et al. (2014) used it to evaluate the performance of a series of Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) products in Italy. The MCDA approach is applied in this paper to answer the following research question: how do selected local or global food products compare and which rank first in terms of sustainability performance? The case studies are presented in more detail in the next section, while the outranking method is presented in section 3. This methodological section also includes the description of the weighting and preference functions used for comparison.

2 Case studies

The analysis presented in this paper covers 14 case studies from four sectors (cheese, ham, bread and wine) that were selected from the 39 GLAMUR case studies. Table 1 summarizes the degree of localness of the case studies on a local-global gradient according to the criteria developed in Schmitt et al. (2016a), where an overall degree of localness between 0 and 100% is assessed. The degree of localness is calculated as the average of seven criteria, each evaluated on a scale from 0 to 100%. Each of these criteria is presented in a column of table 1. Criteria 3 to 6 have a weighting of 50% in the final average. How the scale of each criterion is standardized on a percentage scale is shown in table 4 in the annex of this paper. The case studies have been chosen with the objective to maximize difference in localness between comparable products. The data presented in table 1 has been elaborated from previous publications on the case studies and thus relies on partially representative data for each. The evaluations are case specific and should not be considered as representative of a general product (e.g., cheddar production in the UK), but rather estimations from the typology of value chains represented in the case study publications. The primary goal is to order the case studies from the most local to the most global along a continuum based on available evidence.

Table 1 – Selected case studies in the cheese, ham, bread and wine sectors (data for the criteria of localness according to Schmitt et al. (2016a) and final degree of localness using data from Galli et al., 2016; Oostindie et al., 2016; Schmitt et al., 2016b; Touzard et al., 2016))
### PDO (Swiss cheese)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing:</th>
<th>Export (42%):</th>
<th>process, mechanized</th>
<th>specialty (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39 Sales: 711</td>
<td>4.5 Total: 3.2</td>
<td>0% Very modern process and technology</td>
<td>Generic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL: 5469</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very low 9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cheddar (UK cheeses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 24'673 Processing: 407 Sales: 811 TOTAL: 10'615</th>
<th>Wholesale (84%): 3 Export (16%): 4 Total: 3.2</th>
<th>0% Very modern process and technology</th>
<th>Generic product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand: Pane Toscano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very low 9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cornalin (Swiss red wine, under PDO Valais Wine)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 0 Processing: 0 Sales: 312 TOTAL: 312</th>
<th>Wine shop or restaurant (30%): 1 Wholesale (6%): 2 Export (6%): 3 Total 0.6</th>
<th>59% Traditional process, average mechanization</th>
<th>Sub-Regional identity (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high 71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Languedoc local PDO wine (French red wine)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 0 Processing: 0 Sales: 17 TOTAL: 17</th>
<th>Wine shop or restaurant (50%): 1 Total: 0.5</th>
<th>30% Traditional process, average mechanization</th>
<th>Regional identity (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high 69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Languedoc exported PDO wine (French red wine)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 0 Processing: 0 Sales: 4395 TOTAL: 4395</th>
<th>Wine shop or restaurant (5%): 1 Wholesale (30%): 1.5 Export (60%): 2.5 Total: 2</th>
<th>5% Traditional process, average mechanization</th>
<th>Regional identity (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High 46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variety wine brand (French red wine)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 0 Processing: 485 Sales: 4295 TOTAL: 4756</th>
<th>Wholesale (25%): 3 Export (70%): 3.5 Total: 3.2</th>
<th>5% Very modern process and technology</th>
<th>Generic Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low 11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cinta Senese PDO (Italian cured ham)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 173 Processing: 237 Sales: 150 TOTAL: 180</th>
<th>Restaurants (4%): 2.5 Wholesale (87%): 2.5 Export (4%): 3.3 Total: 2.4</th>
<th>5% Traditional process, limited mechanization</th>
<th>Sub-Regional identity (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High 65%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Parma Ham PDO (Italian cured ham)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 1677 Processing: 150 Sales: 1285 TOTAL: 3030</th>
<th>Restaurants (7%): 4.5 Wholesale (60%): 4.3 Export (32%): 5 Total: 4.5</th>
<th>1% Traditional process, average mechanization</th>
<th>Country specialty (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Low 27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Generic Ham (cured ham processed in Italy)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 5295 Processing: 935 Sales: 977 TOTAL: 9933</th>
<th>Restaurants (12%): 4 Wholesale (69%): 5 Export (19%): 5 Total: 5</th>
<th>0% Modern process, mechanized</th>
<th>Generic product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very low 7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pane Florididia (Italian bread)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 0 Processing: 22 Sales: 11 TOTAL: 33</th>
<th>Small bakeries (70%): 1 Total: 0.7</th>
<th>30% Traditional processes and mechanized technology</th>
<th>Specialty product very little known</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high 81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pane Toscano PDO (Italian bread)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs: 204 Processing: 113 Sales: 0 TOTAL: 317</th>
<th>Small bakeries (100%): 3 Total: 3</th>
<th>100% Traditional processes and mechanized technology</th>
<th>Regional identity (PDO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High 66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pan Bauletto (Italian bread)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs and Processing: 1004 Sales: 1000 TOTAL: 2004</th>
<th>Wholesale (100%): 5 Total: 5</th>
<th>0% Very modern process and technology</th>
<th>Generic product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Very low 12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Name grouping Single Gloucester PDO and Westcountry Farmhouse Cheddar PDO

#### 2.1 Cheese

The cheese case studies cover four value chains, two in the UK (cheddar and farmhouse PDO cheeses) and two in Switzerland (Le Gruyère PDO and L’Etivaz PDO). They all follow a value chain starting with a dairy farmer (who also process the cheese in local cheese cases), followed by a primary and secondary processing phase (maturing), and by multiple sales channels (further details in Maye et al. (2016)). Data collection for the sustainability assessment, covering eight attributes (table 2), was conducted through interviews with actors at each stage of the value chain, including input provision, and consumption through consumer focus groups. Stakeholder workshops were also conducted to discuss the results and weight the attributes and indicators. Comparisons between the cheeses at the indicator level revealed critical issues and trade-offs (Schmitt et al., 2016b). One major issue impairing
the localness of cheese is the origin of inputs such as animal feed and rennet (Schmitt et al., 2016a).

2.2 Ham

The ham case studies cover three Italian value chains. The Cinta Senese PDO system is an example of small-scale territory-based product, depending on a traditional local pig breed and extensive grazing on agro-forest settings. The high-quality meat, processed with traditional techniques, is mostly consumed locally (Oostindie et al., 2016). The Parma ham PDO is processed in Parma, while pigs are bred and slaughtered in ten Italian regions. The 150 Parma ham processors produce around 9 million hams per year. The most global product is a generic cured ham produced in the same region, using know how and the same facilities used for PDO production, but using mostly foreign meat (Dentoni et al., 2012). The three value chains include pig farms, slaughterhouses, ham processing and maturing (over different time periods), and marketing (national or export markets). A major issue identified from the analysis is the spill-over of reputation from the Parma ham PDO to the global chain product, and differences in environmental impact linked to economies of scale or to land use (Oostindie et al., 2016). Seven attributes (table 2) have been analysed combining quantitative methods, such as LCA, with qualitative assessment techniques.

2.3 Bread

The bread value chains comprise three cases based in Italy, covering wheat cultivation, milling, dough making, baking, and marketing. A local case (Pane Floriddia) is represented by a farmer-miller processing and selling bread from his organically farmed wheat (using ancient varieties). The intermediate case is a Tuscan bread made from sourdough out of Tuscan wheat sourced through a consortium, which recently obtained PDO status. The Tuscan bread PDO has distinct nutritional and organoleptic quality (wheat germ preservation, no salt, lower gluten content, etc.). The most global case is a convenience soft bread processed by a multi-national company using both national and imported wheat. This industrial bread, which is sold sliced and has a longer shelf life, is made of soft wheat flour, water, salt yeast and vegetable oil and is marketed at a national level. Having screened for distinctive features of local and global wheat-to-bread chains based on available literature (Galli et al., 2015), a set of attributes were analysed mainly through participatory methods. Contribution to biodiversity preservation, environmental impact, transparency, creation and distribution of value added and nutritional contents linked to ingredients and baking properties were identified as the most critical sustainability performance issues (Galli et al., 2016).

2.4 Wine

The wine case studies include four value chains: one local case in Switzerland and one local case in Languedoc (France), and two global value chains exporting wine from Languedoc. The Swiss local wine is made from a local grape variety (Cornalin) and marketed by the grape grower/wine-maker using mostly direct supply chains. The local Languedoc wine is also made and sold by small family estates using a blend of traditional varieties (Mouvèdre, Cinsault, etc.). They follow PDO and/or organic certification and have developed strategic relations with local actors via tourism, gastronomy, fairs and cultural events. One of the global wines studied comes from estates or small cooperatives, with grape varieties grown on the hillsides of Languedoc and relying on local resource management, according to PDO specifications. The wine is bottled in the PDO area and is then exported to specialist wholesalers. The most global wine uses international grape varieties (e.g., Merlot, Cabernet-
Sauvignon) and is cultivated in Languedoc plains by grape-growers’ cooperatives according to an intensive production model. The wine is sold in bulk to an international wine company, who manage the logistics, blending and bottling, before exporting to large scale retailers. Worldwide consumers identify this wine by the name of the variety and a trade-brand (i.e. “variety wine brand”).

Table 2 – Attributes selected and analysed by sustainability dimension in each product sector (Number of indicators in parentheses; the list and description of the indicators by attribute is available in the supplementary material).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Cheese</th>
<th>Ham</th>
<th>Bread</th>
<th>Wine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Affordability (2)</td>
<td>Affordability (3)</td>
<td>Creation and distribution of added value (2)</td>
<td>Creation and distribution of added value (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation and distribution of added value (3)</td>
<td>Resilience (25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Information and communication (3)</td>
<td>Territoriality (7)</td>
<td>Information and communication (2)</td>
<td>Information and communication (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Territoriality (1)</td>
<td>Governance (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>Biodiversity (2)</td>
<td>Resource use (3)</td>
<td>Biodiversity (2)</td>
<td>Resource use (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource use (4)</td>
<td>Pollution (2)</td>
<td>Resource use (1)</td>
<td>Pollution (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollutio (3)</td>
<td>Pollution (1)</td>
<td>Environmental innovation (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Nutrition (4)</td>
<td>Nutrition (2)</td>
<td>Food safety (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>Animal welfare (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Assessed only in Switzerland
2 The indicators concerning the impacts for the intermediary stages of the supply chain from Oostindie (2016) were not taken into account in this analysis. Only the impacts « per kg sliced ham » for the final product are included (concerns water use, energy use, and land use for attribute « resource use »; and indicators GHG emissions and eutrophication for attribute « pollution »).

Given that the selection of attributes and indicators was made independently per sector, the list of attributes analysed in each sector is different, as can be seen in table 2. Furthermore, if the same attribute (e.g., “biodiversity”) appears in several sectors, it does not mean that it was assessed using the same indicators or the same methods. This difference also explains why some attributes have a variable number of indicators. The 25 indicators composing the “resilience” attribute in the ham sector, for example, are qualitative indicators covering specific aspects of resilience whereas the two pollution indicators (GHG emissions and eutrophication potential) are quantitative indicators that cover a large portion of the pollution issue. Further justification of the indicators’ selected is available through the sector-specific studies: cheese (Schmitt et al., 2016b); ham (Oostindie et al., 2016); bread (Galli et al., 2016) and wine (Touzard et al., 2016). The supplementary materials section of this paper also provides a complete list of the indicators selected and a brief description of each. The difference in indicators’ selection between sectors is the reason why the outranking analysis described in the next section was conducted only within each sector.

3 Method

Several methods exist to apply the outranking approach, but the “preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluations” (PROMETHEE) is applied in this study because it takes weights as coefficients of importance, makes it possible to define threshold
values and it can integrate qualitative and quantitative data (Cinelli et al., 2014). PROMETHEE is based on pair-wise comparisons between different alternatives (in our case, food products). The first step is to compile the evaluation matrix that contains the indicators’ performance scores for each indicator and for each food product to be compared (within sectors). This evaluation matrix contains all the indicator results that will be used to perform all pair-wise comparisons. Second, preference functions and preference thresholds are defined to obtain an outranking flow for each alternative on each indicator (Brans and De Smet, 2016). The outranking flows have been calculated according to the preference functions described below with the software Visual Promethee (Mareschal, 2016). In the third and final step, each outranking flow is weighted according to the indicators’ importance and they are summed to calculate the overall net phi flows that serve to establish rankings. The evaluation matrixes, the weights and thresholds for each indicator are available in the supplementary material.

3.1 Preference functions

The preference function is a function of the difference in performance among the alternatives or options (i.e., the food products). Thus, the resulting phi flows represent a relative way of comparing alternatives, but should not be taken as an absolute reference of the sustainability performance of products. Six types of preference functions exist (Brans and De Smet, 2016), but three have been applied in this paper, after consideration of similar designs and applications (Carbone et al., 2014; Podvezko and Podviezko, 2010):

1. Linear preference function: this function was assigned to the quantitative continuous indicators and it corresponds to a linearly increasing outranking flow, based on the difference in performances d between each pair of alternatives (figure 1). Two thresholds can be defined: the indifference threshold q below which d is considered insignificant and the strict preference threshold p from which the difference is considered a full preference of product a over product b. A special case of linear function is the V-shape function when q is set to 0.

2. Usual preference function: this was used for the few binary indicators (yes/no) used in the study. It simply attributes a full score of 1 in case of any difference in performance and 0 in case of no difference between the alternatives, as no quantification of preference can be evaluated. The preference thresholds do not play any role for this function.

3. Level preference function: this type of function is an intermediary type and was used for categorical indicators that present performances in levels such as rating scales from 1 to 5. If the difference in the performances d is below the indifference threshold q, the function will return 0, and 1 if it is above the strict preference threshold p. For d in between q and p, the function will return a value depending on the number of levels (see figure 1).

The selection of the thresholds p and q can potentially change the results of the outranking analysis, especially the magnitude of preference of one alternative over the others. No strict rule exists for the selection of the thresholds and one could rely on the decision-maker to define them or select values according to the scale and type of data (Sultana and Kumar, 2012). Different values have been tested by Podvezko and Podviezko (2010) and they state that q and p should be between the minimum and the maximum of the differences observed within the indicators’ performances. Carbone et al. (2014) have set p at 50% of the maximum difference in performance values and q at 0. Most importantly, different threshold levels should be tested to evaluate their effects on the ranking (Rogers and Bruen 1998). Our analysis was tested with several levels of q and p in order to test the stability of the rankings. Threshold p has been set to three levels: (i) 50% of the maximum difference,
(ii) the maximum difference, and (iii) the optimal value in terms of sustainability. The higher the $p$ threshold, the harder it is for each alternative to reach an outranking flow of 1. The threshold $q$ has each time been set alternatively to (i) 0 (the linear preference functions become V-shape functions), meaning that any difference in indicators’ performance values is significant, and (ii) to 20% of $p$, meaning that the difference in the indicator’s performance values have to show a difference of at least 20% to count. In total six combinations of thresholds have been tested.

FIGURE 1 HERE
Figure 1: Two examples of preference function types from Brans and De Smet (2016) to calculate the net phi flows of products in the outranking analysis. (P: Preference; $d$: difference in performances; $q$: indifference threshold; $p$: strict preference threshold.

The application of the preference functions on each criterion results in unicriterion outranking flows for each alternative. These unicriterion flows are then aggregated over all criteria (weighted by their weight $w_i$), which results in outranking flows for each pair of alternatives (comparison of alternatives $a$ over $b$ and $b$ over $a$, for each pair). There are two types of outranking flows resulting from this iteration (Brans and De Smet, 2016): (i) the positive outranking flow $\phi^+(a)$ expresses how an alternative $a$ is outranking all the others (the higher $\phi^+(a)$ the better the alternative); and (ii) the negative outranking flow $\phi^-(a)$ expresses how an alternative $a$ is outranked by all the others (the lower $\phi^-(a)$ the better the alternative). The PROMETHEE I partial ranking method compares $\phi^+$ and $\phi^-$ of all alternatives and ranks one alternative first only if both flows are favourable. If one alternative $a$ has a higher $\phi^+$, but also a higher $\phi^-$ than $b$, then the two alternatives are incomparable. The PROMETHEE II complete ranking method overcomes this by calculating the net outranking flow $\phi(a) = \phi^+(a) - \phi^-(a)$. The higher the net flow, the better the alternative, although the “incomparabilities” in the ranking are sometimes arbitrarily erased by this method. The net phi flow results can be between -1 and 1 and the closest to 0, the smaller the preference to other alternatives (Brans and De Smet, 2016). Results of both ranking methods are presented in the results section below.

3.2 Weighting

The weight that is given to the indicators used to operate the outranking can greatly influence the results (Sultana and Kumar 2012; Rogers and Seager 2009). Attributing no weight implicitly gives equal weights to all indicators, which is as subjective as giving different weights. However, determining which aspects of sustainability are the most important concerning food production and distribution remains a major challenge and is subject to different points of views. Each weighting method contains biases and cannot include a consensus of all points of view. This is why several weighting systems are tested in this analysis:

1) Equal Attributes: The weight of all attributes is set equal (see table 2 for a list of attributes) so that if an attribute contains 3 indicators, its indicators’ weight will be twice higher than the ones of an attribute containing 6 indicators.

2) Equal Dimensions: the weight of the indicators is set so that the total weight of each dimension (economic, social, environment, health and ethics) is equal. There is no other balancing within indicators so that all indicators within one dimension have the same weight.
3) Quality: during the data collection process, each indicator has been attributed a data quality score between E (very bad) and A (very good), following the data quality "pedigree matrix" commonly used in LCA (Ciroth, 2009; Weidema, 1998). Each indicator was thus attributed a weight according to the quality score obtained across the case studies using that indicator.

4) Society Relevance: the method presented in Hak et al. (2012) was followed to extract the societal relevance of the attributes and indicators sourced through Internet searches. The relevance of attributes and indicators is evaluated by the number of hits in specific research strings in the search engine google.search. Hak et al. (2012) found that this is influenced by the number of words and concreteness of the searched terms. In this case, we searched for attributes relevance using only one keyword, in order that attributes of one word (e.g., biodiversity) are not advantaged. The keywords returning 100% relevance like "information" were avoided and transformed (e.g., the attribute "information and communication" was rephrased as "transparency"). The terms were combined with the general search for "food" and "sustainability" to remain in the relevant theme and to be able to give the hits in relative terms. "Sustainability"AND"food"AND"keyword_attribute" search strings were used for attributes, adding two keywords describing the indicator when searching for the indicator’s relevance.

5) Scholar relevance: The same procedure as for Society relevance was performed in the search engine google.scholar.

6) Stakeholder weighting: taking the point of view of stakeholders in assessing the importance of indicators has become common in sustainability assessment that attempt to consider varying and sometimes opposing viewpoints (Binder et al., 2010; Peano et al., 2014). In this case, the weights were assigned by stakeholders (actors taking some part in the value chain such as farmers, processors or retailers) during the data collection phases (workshops and interviews) performed in each sector. This process depends on the methodologies followed by each research team and they are different for each sector. When several weightings were available for each sector, the most complete set of weights was chosen.

With six weighting systems and the previous six combinations of preference thresholds (three different $p$ associated each time to two different $q$), 36 outranking analyses have been performed for each food sector (30 for ham because stakeholder weighting was not performed for this case).

4 Results

4.1 Rankings

Table 3 presents the rankings obtained with the PROMETHEE I method. As this method considers both net phi flows $\phi^+$ and $\phi^-$ to determine whether one alternative is better than the other, it is possible to identify alternatives which are incomparable (equals) in the rankings. The rankings in table 3 are presented for the preference functions thresholds set at $p$ equal to the maximum difference observed in the data and $q$ at 0, which was observed as the most average ranking within the combinations of parameters tested.

Figures 2a-d show the results of the PROMETHEE II method which uses the net phi flows $(\phi^+ (a) - \phi^- (a))$ of each product. In total, 18 points are shown per product, representing each one of the 18 combinations of preference parameters ($6 \times 3$ combinations of $p$ thresholds, $q$ at 0) that were used for the outrankings. Figures 2a to 2d show the results for one sector. The net phi flow are to be read on the y axis and the x-coordinate shows the
degree of localness for each product. The net phi flows for one product thus form a vertical line at this x-coordinate.

Table 3 – Rankings of food products per sector with the PROMETHEE I method (left to right from most local to globally-oriented).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighting System</th>
<th>CHEESE</th>
<th>Farmhouse PDO cheeses</th>
<th>Le Gruyère PDO</th>
<th>Cheddar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Attributes</td>
<td>L’Etivaz PDO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HAM</th>
<th>Cinta Senese PDO</th>
<th>Parma Ham PDO</th>
<th>Generic Ham</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BREAD</th>
<th>Pane Floriddia</th>
<th>Pane Toscano PDO</th>
<th>Pan Bauletto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Relevance</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WINE</th>
<th>Cornalin</th>
<th>Languedoc local PDO wine</th>
<th>Languedoc exported PDO wine</th>
<th>Variety wine brand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Attributes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Dimensions</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholar Relevance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Relevance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholders</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results from both PROMETHEE I and II rankings clearly show that globally-oriented chains are always on the last position of the ranking and have the lowest net phi flows for all sectors across all weighting systems and all threshold levels tested. The top of the ranking is thus always occupied by either the most locally-oriented product or an intermediary product.

In the case of cheese, the most local cheese – L’Etivaz – usually comes first, and the English local cheeses – Farmhouse PDO cheeses – come first on other occasions. The second position in the ranking is taken either by L’Etivaz or the intermediary-global case (Gruyère). Gruyère and Farmhouse PDO cheeses score well, and so it is not possible to determine which is more sustainable. This is visible on figure 2a: phi flows for Farmhouse PDO and Gruyère are close to 0 and within the same range, so the preference for any of them is hardly conclusive.
In the case of ham, the most local ham – Cinta Senese – always comes first, but sometimes the intermediary case also scores well. In the case of bread, the first place is always taken by the most local bread (Pane Floriddia), but sometimes the intermediary case scores equally well. This intermediary case (Pane Toscano) is also sometimes equal with the global bread and thus in last position (with the “society” and “scholar” weighting systems). Hence, we can conclude that the local case is more sustainable than the global case but the position of the intermediary bread is unclear in comparison with the other two bread cases. In the case of wine, first place is always taken by the local French wine (the Languedoc PDO red wine). The local Swiss wine (Cornalin) and the intermediary French wine (exported Languedoc PDO wine) share the second and third ranking. They are both shown within the same range of phi flows on figure 2d.

**FIGURE 2a-d HERE**
Figure 2a-d: Net Phi Flows of each product per sector (cheese (a), ham (b), bread (c), wine (d)) resulting from the PROMETHEE II outranking method. The 18 points per product represent the 18 combinations of weighting systems and varying \( p \) thresholds tested.

### 4.2 Results by sustainability attribute

However, when the products were examined at the indicator and attribute levels, global chains in some instances scored well. Figure 3 shows the positive and negative phi flows aggregated at attribute level with the same thresholds as in table 3 and for the “equal attributes” weighting. The attributes that scored well for the most globally-oriented products studied are: affordability (ham and cheese), food safety (wine) and technological innovation (bread). Pollution and resource use alternate between positive or negative scores for global products. Other attributes mostly score favourably for local products: nutrition, biodiversity, information and communication, creation and distribution of added value, territoriality, resilience, animal welfare and governance.

**FIGURE 3 HERE**
Figure 3: The positive and negative phi flows of each food product aggregated by sustainability attribute (Preference parameters used: Threshold \( p \) set at “maximum difference”, \( q \) at 0, weighting system “equal attributes”)

### 4.3 Stability of the rankings

The variation of thresholds and weighting was conducted to test the stability of the rankings and they appear very stable. The most global products come last in every ranking, except on one occasion for cheese and two occasions for bread. The variation of phi flows is most affected by the weighting. The weighting based on data quality is the clearest pattern and reinforces the suggestion that such comparisons should be based on a sufficient number of indicators and reliable data. No weighting system showed very contradictory results, even with the weighting systems “society relevance” and “scholar relevance”, which contain some strong varying weights. The change of thresholds only created a small variation. The change of threshold \( q \) had limited impact on the rankings, hence why they are not represented on figure 2a-d. This suggests that the advantage of local or intermediary products is related to
important differences in performance (at least 20% superior). Still, the relative instability of the ranking (between weighting systems) is the strongest with the harshest thresholds \((p \text{ at highest value, } q \text{ at 20%})\). This could mean that more globally-orientated cases sometimes have considerable advantage for a few indicators (for quantitative indicators assessed with a linear function).

In the case of cheese, cheddar comes third instead of fourth with the “society relevance” weighting for the strictest preference function parameters \((p \text{ at maximum value, } q \text{ at 20%})\). This is because in the “society relevance” weighting, the importance of the indicator “price” is very high. Its weight is set at 14%, which is 3% higher than the stability interval of the weight for this indicator (i.e., if the weight was 11%, cheddar would still come fourth). This reveals the biggest advantage of cheddar in comparison to the other cheeses studied: its low price, but that still makes it only gain one position and it does not reach the top of the ranking. It is also with the strictest parameters that L’Etivaz loses its first place. This could mean that it has only a small advantage over the others.

The ranking of hams is the most stable of all the products examined and also the one based on the most indicators. It is in the bread sector that there is significant variation that impedes giving a clear ranking result. Indeed, Pane Toscano occupies all three positions of the ranking. The most globally-oriented bread remains on the last position, but Pane Toscano also scores less well for “society relevance” and “scholar relevance” weighting with \(p \text{ at 50% and 100% of the maximum difference} \). These two weighting systems put an especially high importance (19 and 32%, respectively) on the indicator “share of farmer’s price on the final bread price”. For this indicator, Pane Toscano PDO performs a little worse with a value of 4%, whereas Pan Bauletto is at 5.1%. For wine, the variation mostly appears between weightings; the thresholds do not generate any variation. Still, this variation only appears for the second and third position shared by the Swiss local wine Cornalin and the French exported PDO wines. The first position is always occupied by the French local wine and the last position is always taken by the French more globally-orientated wine.

5 Discussion

5.1 Degrees of Localness

The degrees of localness calculation showed that the case studies are distributed along a continuum which reflects well the value chains’ characteristics (table 1). No product reaches close to 100% of localness. This is because most of surveyed products present relatively low rates of direct sales, except for Pane Toscano PDO, which, at the time of the survey was advertised as sold in the local bakeries\(^1\). The other products rely mainly on conventional sales channels.

However, many products still reach the consumer with information about their identity and connection to the territory, which has been elsewhere described as “extended short food supply chains” (Renting et al., 2003). Brunori et al. (2016) describe this category of products as “locality” foods and Ilbery and Kneafsey (2000) refer to them as “typical” food emerging against a “placeless foodscape”. Most of our case studies use PDO as mechanism to promote the link with the territory and to valorise their identity. In general, the PDO products analysed tended to rely more on short value chains than generic products, with fewer supply chains links.

The analysis shows that the overall distance covered by food during its production, processing and distribution was higher than expected. This is due to the fact that production

\(^1\) The recent PDO recognition means the bread is now also sold in supermarkets
inputs, such as animal feed, salt, oils, enzymes or yeast, have been included. Indeed, these inputs are commonly sourced on global markets even for locality products, and often for local products as well. Some of them, like salt, are often available at a national scale but others come from countries dominating the global market (e.g., Brazil and Argentina for soy). This reality greatly impacts the distance, or food miles, of animal food products. This is the main reason why the cheese and ham products surveyed are all below a degree of localness of 60% and 65%, respectively, while bread and wine, which are plant-based products and rely less heavily, in terms of mass, on production inputs, show higher degrees of localness. Other important inputs often sourced globally were not included: labour, machinery, energy, seeds and capital.

The product with the highest degree of localness in our sample, Pane Floriddia, also stands out as it is produced in very small quantities and oriented to local markets (with no PDO). It is the best example of a local farm product sold directly by its producer, who manages the whole supply chain, growing traditional wheat varieties, managing milling, baking, and selling directly to local consumers (an element of which includes Internet sales).

On the basis of the data in table 1, degrees of localness could be calculated, although uncertainties still exist and therefore the degree on figures 2a-d should be taken as indications. Thus, a difference of 3% in the case of the two most locally-oriented cheeses (56 and 53% respectively) is not significant. They are equivalent in terms of localness and close in their sustainability performance. The two most locally-oriented wines have also close degrees of localness (69 and 71%) and convergent results in terms of sustainability. These degrees of localness are also evolving, as illustrated with the evolution in sales types seen with the adoption of PDO by Pane Toscano, so the figures calculated in table 1 are only representative of the situation in 2014.

From the products placed on figure 2 and figure 3 with their degree of localness on the x-axis and their net phi flow obtained from the sustainability ranking on the y-axis, four groups emerge:

1. Global (degree of localness < 20%), low phi flows: Pan Bauletto, non-PDO Cheddar, Variety wine brand and generic ham
2. Major Locality products (degree of localness 20-50%), intermediary ranking: Le Gruyère PDO, Parma Ham PDO, Languedoc exported PDO wine,
3. Small locality products (degree of localness 50-80%), top-intermediary ranking: Farmhouse PDO cheeses, L'Etivaz PDO, Pane Toscano PDO, Cinta Senese Ham PDO, Languedoc local PDO wine, Cornalin PDO Valais Wine
4. Local farm product (degree of localness > 80%), top ranking: Pane Floriddia

5.2 Strengths and weaknesses in Sustainability

In line with Brunori et al. (2016), the results show that a higher number of attributes perform better in local product value chains compared to global ones. Local products perform better in areas of sustainability that are mostly concerned with quality and place (e.g., territoriality, nutrition, animal welfare, biodiversity) and global products outperform local products in areas related to quantity management (e.g., affordability, food safety). Global products also tend to have an advantage in pollution mitigation as well as in resource use and efficiency, although evidence is sometimes unclear. The following sub-sections discuss the results for each sustainability dimension with reference to targeted attributes. Economic performance The creation and equitable distribution of added value is strong in value chains where the farmers hold a dominant position in the governance of the chain (in groups 3 and 4, and group 2 for cheese). Brown et al. (2013) also found that farmers involved in short value chains and direct sales could significantly improve their income, although the effect on economic growth at regional level was not visible. On the contrary,
affordability (mostly measured as the retail price) is clearly an asset of the global products in group 1, together with the two larger-scale locality products surveyed (Parma Ham and Gruyère). Affordability was considered a positive aspect due to its importance for food security in terms of availability and accessibility to (healthy) food for middle and low-income consumers (Kneafsey et al., 2013). However, as described by the “creation and distribution of added value” attribute, a sustainable price should cover production costs and provide decent wages for farm workers rather than mere provision of “cheap food”. This aspect of sustainability is therefore dependent on perspective and displays a major trade-off. From a systemic perspective, lower food prices can also imply that measures to protect the environment or repair damage from food production would need to be covered by public funds. In some countries, such as Switzerland, public direct payments are necessary to compensate the low wages that farmers face as a result of low international food prices. Consumers are thus paying more for food and environmental protection through their taxes. This is only one example but it shows how sustainability in food systems needs to be assessed beyond the performance of a single attribute.

5.2.1 Environmental performance

In our case studies, greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions, as part of the attribute “pollution”, were lessened in global supply chains when measured in quantitative terms (pork, bread) and when measured in relative practices (bread, partly for cheese and wine). The reasons explaining this higher performance of the global products were: more efficient transport (bulk wine on trains rather than single bottles by car), shorter maturing periods (cheese and ham) or baking technology (bread). In the literature, authors have also shown that distance is not correlated to an increase of emissions because the mode of transport, the efficiency of the distribution system and the loading capacity of vehicles have a larger impact (Coley et al., 2011, 2009; Wallgren, 2006). A small number of studies have tried to model the impact of re-localizing major sectors of food production and tested changes in GHG emissions. The common conclusion is that emissions from farming (land use, soil emissions, productivity) are more important than transport emissions and that relocalization, if practiced globally, would actually increase GHG emissions (Avetisyan et al., 2011; Kastner et al., 2011; Kreidenweis et al., 2016). The impact is similar for land use: a shift to local production would increase worldwide agricultural land use because of yield differences (Kastner et al., 2014). It is thus quite clear that if one’s goal was purely to preserve the climate, turning to efficient food production with large economies of scales and low GHG emissions per production unit would be the best strategy. However, this would severely prejudice other sustainability dimensions of the food system, such as biodiversity, distribution of added value, animal welfare, etc. The influence on dietary quality of the resulting food choice available could also be negative (Vieux et al., 2012). In order to override these aspects and position the global cases high in the rankings, the weight of the GHG indicators would have to be increased in the ham and bread cases to 30% and 50%, respectively. This would not be coherent with considering all dimensions of sustainability equally important but highlights the risk of considering a single indicator in comparative studies.

The trend for resource use across the local-global continuum is however less clear. For ham, the global one had the lowest scores in terms of water use and medium scores in relation to energy and land use. Water and energy use are an advantage of the local ham case, although it performed less well for land use because its production system is closely interwoven with marginal forest areas as part of a wider system of ecosystem management (Oostindie et al., 2016). Resource use has been measured in efficiency per unit of outputs in volumes (kg), but Oostindie et al. (2016) (see also Notarnicola et al. (2016) for bread) showed that if it was measured in efficiency per unit of added value, the results could be very different.
All global cases are outperformed in the biodiversity attribute. However, in the case studies included, only in-situ biodiversity was considered through indicators like “diversity of productions” or “presence of rare breeds”. If biodiversity in inputs-providing countries were considered, the result would even be worse for global cases because these regions often experience high rates of deforestation (Kastner et al., 2014).

5.2.2 Ethical performance
The trend is the same for animal welfare (assessed in the cheese sector), where the two most local-oriented cheeses (in group 3) outperform the global cases. It has been shown that the feeding regime based on grassland has the highest benefits for animal welfare, but also for the nutritional quality of the milk (Schmitt et al., 2016b). The attribute “animal welfare” is the only one of ethical dimension considered explicitly in this study and this is a limitation. Having an ethical dimension in the sustainability assessment was thus only the first step into attracting attention about the links of other dimensions with human values.

Other attributes, like “information and communication”, “creation and distribution of added value” and “governance” also touch on aspects of ethics and deal with issues which are difficult to translate into measurable indicators. The more explicit inclusion of ethics into sustainability assessments should be enhanced by attributes that “establish the extent to which food chain actors are organising themselves to address ethical dilemmas” (Kirwan et al., 2017, p. 14). This especially concerns attributes relating to transparency, responsibility and governance patterns. Indeed, an ethical food chain actor would demonstrate engagement past a good performance in animal welfare, and would be prepared to question its operations, its communication and its internal governance structures in what Kirwan et al. (2017) call “reflexive governance”. More studies are needed in this field in order to be able to integrate such important aspects touching on the intentions of actors into indicator-based sustainability assessments.

5.2.3 Health performance
The nutrition attribute follows a positive pattern for the local cheese cases, and also for the local bread cases (positive in groups 2, 3, 4 and negative for cheddar and Pan Bauletto). However, the indicators considered for nutrition were mainly at the levels of potentially harmful nutrients like salt or fat, or the presence of one mineral in the case of cheese. The intake of essential vitamins or other elements was not assessed. Edwards-Jones et al. (2008) stated that this is important for fruits and vegetables and that it depends more on time between harvest and consumption than place. Another study by Notarnicola et al. (2016), found that the environmental impact of breads based on their calorific value was lower for breads containing ingredients like vegetable oil, which is also the case in the two Italian local breads studied here.

Nevertheless, the healthiness of individual products says little about their impact on consumers’ health because it all depends on both the quantities consumed and the diet composition. This aspect is, however, very important because consumers describe taste as the most important driver for buying local foods (Feldmann and Hamm, 2015), which is in contrast with global food which is sometimes described as tasteless (Seyfang, 2006). The better taste of local food could be linked to the higher nutritional quality found, which is in line with perceptions that local food is healthier (Mirosa and Lawson, 2012). The only counter-example from the present study is provided by farmhouse PDO cheeses that show higher levels of fat and salt, although the healthier levels found in non-PDO cheddar are partly due to marketing “trendy” low-fat, low-salt cheese ranges.

Food safety and technological innovation are also typical attributes that are emphasized in value chains where high quantities of products are managed (group 1). Food hazard is closely monitored, and innovations are easier because of large investment capacity. It has
also been shown that hygiene regulations can be a barrier for food processing at a local scale (Ilbery and Maye, 2005).

5.2.4 Social performance
Nutritional values are communicated on labels and it appears that global cases in group 1 also lag behind in terms of information and communication. The exception is the cheese sector, where the intermediate cheese Gruyère is at the top of the ranking in terms of communication. Local products do not necessarily rely on conventional information on labels. For example, in the wine sector, the labels on bottles sold locally contain very little information. This is compensated by the way information is communicated either directly by the producer or by other means (websites, social media, pamphlets, etc.). The global wine, however, also puts very little information on the label, targeting mostly consumers who focus on price. The most information is offered by locality products that have to convince consumers of the product’s quality which is of a higher price.

In the processed food sector assessed here, the link local products’ value chains and actors have with their territory shapes the attributes territoriality, governance and resilience, as it does for the creation of added value to some extent. The “terroir” concept is strongly promoted in social events and tourism aspects in product groups 2 and 3 (territoriality assessed for ham and wine). These sectors were also observed for governance dynamics in terms of trust, decision-making mechanisms and market management. This pattern reflects the necessity for locality products to differentiate themselves in order to create added value. This strategy is often triggered by local actors in order to preserve or defend their product, in our cases through the adoption of PDOs. In the process, producers or processors have to re-think their governance and production in relation to place (Maye et al., 2016) and have created “a more collaborative, territory-based governance” that builds resilience (Oostindie et al., 2016, p. 12).

5.3 Methodological discussion

Previous papers focusing at the indicator level of performance have highlighted nuances and multiple trade-offs between attributes. This analysis has had the advantage of aggregating the performances, without resorting to an arithmetic mean, and indicates that more globally-oriented products perform worse in the case studies selected here and based on the indicators chosen. This conclusion could still be criticised for being an oversimplification of complexity. This is why the phi flows at the attribute level have been detailed in the discussion and the limitations and nuances they have exposed should be kept in mind. The testing of different weighting systems has also provided an opportunity to test different points of view. The inclusion of six different weighting systems is considered sufficient to reveal major instabilities in the ranking, which did not happen. The gradient from highest to lowest phi flows along the local-global continuum was clearest for the weighting system “quality”, suggesting that indicators measured with the highest accuracy show most clearly that local food in most instances is the most sustainable. It was useful to include the weighting systems “society” and “scholar relevance”, as adopted from Hak et al. (2012), because they involved more extreme weighting, sometimes assigning up to 30% of the weight to one indicator. This allowed testing for the stability of rankings even under very unequal weights. These weighting systems also revealed that, from a societal perspective, climate change, price and the distribution of added value were the most important concerning the sustainability of food systems. This could have been expected from a weighting operated by stakeholders, but the ones consulted in our case studies tended to be consensual and attributed equal weights to all attributes or indicators. Different weightings
for individual stakeholders were not considered here and instead reflect stakeholder group appreciation, which probably has the effect of flattening variation.

Another approach was applied in Gamboa et al. (2016), where even the selection of indicators assessed varied according to different perspectives (with only three indicators for each perspective). The approach adopted here was to keep all indicators in each outranking analysis and this has offered a broader assessment to identify the strengths and weaknesses of local versus global food products. One can argue that the selection of indicators is never completely exhaustive, but extensive work has been conducted in selecting the most relevant attributes for each context and sector, using participatory methods to do so. This is why the indicators used to assess the attributes are different in each sector and the direct comparison of products from different sectors has been avoided with the outranking analysis performed only within sectors. In future studies, broader comparisons could usefully include more food products from more sectors and other continents. For example, the conclusion on GHG emissions could be different for fruits or vegetable products, especially if the global product surveyed is transported by plane.

6 Conclusion

A multi-criteria analysis of the outranking type was performed to compare processed food products along a local-global continuum. The method proved very useful and moved beyond an indicator-level trade-off analysis to a multi-dimensional and multi-sectorial synthesis. Whilst it was possible to maintain a broad scope in terms of sustainability assessment, covering whole value chains and including a large number of indicators in the assessment, two limitations remain. The first is that a high level of measurement precision is not possible for every aspect of the assessment and all indicators of sustainability. The second is that any selection of indicators will not cover all aspects of sustainability. These two limitations (precision and coverage) represent a constant trade-off in sustainability assessments. For the purpose of comparison and outranking, as performed in this study, having a higher number of indicators, as per the ham cases, does help to increase the robustness of the results. The inclusion of the health and ethics dimensions was innovative for a sustainability assessment of food value chains but remained limited and should be encouraged in future studies.

Results showed that the most global products in each sector (cheese, ham, wine and bread) consistently appear last in the rankings. However, they also presented at least two strengths (low prices and lower GHG emissions) that are considered important in the society and scholar relevance weighting systems. They are very important in terms of food security and climate change and thus prevent a full embrace of the “local is best” message and demonstrate the importance of assessments that account for different perspectives and social values. However, the food miles concept (e.g., distance and associated GHG) should also not be used as a single indicator for sustainability, but rather as a descriptive variable as applied in this study. The analysis presented here supports the argument that local processed food products are more sustainable; however, the common assumption that it is because of a lower carbon footprint is not supported. The main factors improving sustainability in local products are linked to localness criteria such as identity, know-how, size and governance, rather than distance.

Furthermore, local and global foods are not separate from each other but are instead part of the one food system and the case studies show that products often have mixed local-global value chain profiles; as most of the food products studied had a degree of localness in the middle of the continuum. A good example of this inherent hybridity is “locality” products, which typically emphasise links to the territory through a PDO label and local governance but sell a good percentage of product through world markets, using both conventional and
short chain/direct sales. These products are either re-localizing products or up-scaling local products and show how both types are learning and taking from the other. This is just one example of how these food products are changing and evolving and unfortunately our assessment gives only a static picture.

The outranking could be seen as guidance for food choices, but it is merely an indication of the strengths and weaknesses related to each scale and should only be considered as such. The only certainty is that there is a big margin for improvement and that measures are necessary to make the whole food system greener and fairer. Policies also have their part to play to direct the future governance of food value chains in a more sustainable direction (Smith et al., 2016). Focusing on how food is produced and consumed might be a more efficient and purposeful agenda than focusing on where it comes from.
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9 Annex

Table 4. Criteria and scale for the assessment of the degree of localness (source: Schmitt et al. 2016a)
Notes to table 4: the framework presents the criteria and scale for the degree of localness calculation. Each line of the table lists one criterion and the columns show the data, the formula and the scale applied to each criterion. The first criterion is the total distance travelled by the product and its ingredients from cradle to point of sale (the step to the final consumer and waste could not be included due to a lack of data). The data in table 1 describes distance of “inputs”, which includes all ingredients and inputs necessary for production on the farm and/or for processing. The distance under “processing” lists the distances travelled during or in between processing e.g. the distance involved between primary processing and final maturation of surveyed cheeses. The distance under “sales” is the average distance from the final stage of processing to the final points of sale for the given product. All distances are weighted by units of mass. The second criterion describes the size of the supply chain by an indicator of volumes produced in a year. The third and fourth criteria give indications about the supply chain’s length. The number of intermediaries varies from one sales channel to the other and the major sales channels and their weighting are presented for each channel as well as the average. The proportion of direct sales is given as the percentage of the product sold directly by actors operating at the final stage of processing. The last three criteria are qualitative indicators and correspond to pre-established categories (see table 4) in relation to the degree of localness for each aspect (e.g. local know-how, reflects the way the product is processed in reference to traditional knowledge of the place). The final degree of localness is calculated as the average of the seven criteria, each resulting in a percentage score on a scale from 0 to 100%. Criteria 3 to 6 have a weight of 50% in the final average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographical distance</th>
<th>Weighted Average Source Distance (WASD) (km)</th>
<th>0.25(5 – log₁₀(WASD))</th>
<th>10 km</th>
<th>Logarithmic continuum</th>
<th>100'000 km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain size</td>
<td>Tons produced in a year</td>
<td>0.25(5 – log₁₀(tons))</td>
<td>10 t.</td>
<td>Logarithmic continuum</td>
<td>100'000 t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain length</td>
<td>Weighted average number of steps in the supply chain</td>
<td>5- (average # steps)/5</td>
<td>0 steps (direct sales)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of sales at production place</td>
<td>5* proportion</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity</td>
<td>Local Know-how: Qualitative categories</td>
<td>Artisanal (hand-made) tradition, Traditional process, limited mechanization</td>
<td>Traditional process, average mechanization</td>
<td>Traditional processes and mechanized technology</td>
<td>Modern process, mechanized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product identity in reference to the territory of production: Degree of control of local actors</td>
<td>Speciality product very little known, Sub-Regional identity (PDO)</td>
<td>Regional identity (PDO)</td>
<td>Country specialty (PDO)</td>
<td>Specialty known worldwide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>Qualitative categories</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>